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1. OBTAIN COMPLETE PERMISSION TO USE OTHER PEOPLE’S WORKS

Any type of collaborative work, e.g. sample, interpolation or derivative 
work you use, you are legally obliged to acquire permission because 
owners of these have copyright claims. 

Before registering the track, make sure you have clearance to use 
samples in whatever way the copyright owner stated. If the copyright 
owner states that you can use the sample for free, you need to 
understand how far this free usage go because it may only be free 
for a specified time. So you have to ask the right questions.

2. INCLUDE YOUR IPI NUMBER

If you don’t know what it is, find out today. It’s the 9 digit number 
assigned to you by your collection society. This identifies you as a rights 
holder. If you’re not sure, check with your Performing Rights 
Organization (PRO). 

Your IPI is your unique code and for collection societies to pay royalty 
that’s due, you need to ensure you give them the correct information.

It happens often that producers and writers forget to update their 
contact details and publisher information with collection societies. If 
you’re not constantly updating these information with your collection 
society, they could send payments to your old publisher and sorting it 
out is work you could’ve avoided. 

No matter how mundane it is and seemingly insignificant, you have to 
keep everyone updated.  

3. KEEP YOUR CONTACT AND PUBLISHER INFORMATION CURRENT

4. KEEP YOUR SONGS UPDATED WITH NEW RECORDINGS OR TITLES

When there are live versions, covers or title modification of your songs, 
make sure you keep your collection society in loop. 

For example, a Youtuber covers the song you produced, if you did not 
let your collection society know, the performance royalty you could get 
from the cover will not be matched properly so you could end up not 
getting royalty. So make sure you keep track of this and update. 



Tracking is very important to collection societies so giving them all 
information about the song such as list of artists and other metadata, 
makes it seamless to collect royalty. 

One crucial information you shouldnn’t forget is the song’s ISRC 
(International Standard Recording Code). This is especially important 
today when songs could end being played all over the world. 

5. LIST ALL METADATA RELATED TO YOUR MUSIC’S RECORDING

6. STAY ORGANIZED

While producing music is the main task for you as a producer, there are 
other things you still need to do in the process. You can list down all 
your tasks and subtasks with the sole intent of making sure you get the 
royalties from the music you’ve worked so hard on. 

7. SIGN UP WITH A PUBLISHING ADMINISTRATOR

Collection societies do all the lifting for you when it comes to royalties 
but they only collect perfomance royalties. If you have 50% stake on an 
artist’s song, you should be getting mechanical royalties too. Only 
publishers or publishing administrators can collect Mechanical 
Royalties. 

If you think the song doesn’t generate Mechanical Royalties. Think 
again. Spotify streaming, which consists majority of the way people 
listen to songs these days automatically generates both Performance 
and Mechanical Royalties. Now if the song which you helped produce is 
only registered to a collection society, you’re not going to get the 
mechanical royalties from Spotify steams which is exclusively collected 
by MRO’s like Harry Fox Agency and Music Reports

8. ENSURE THAT CONTRIBUTORS’ SHARES ARE PROPERLY ALLOCATED

A well documented contributor shares make it easy for societies to 
distribute royalty payments. You can accomplish this through a SPLIT 
SHEET.

A split sheet documents each party’s contribution to a song. If you’re 
the beatmaker, you’ll most likely have a 50% share. But there are 
instances wherein you only have 20% or 33% share so getting this right 
to the last detail will ensure that everyone involved in making the song 
gets the proper percentage in royalties. 


